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All The Poop
A Season of Change

Yikes!
An
Empty
Hay Barn
Please
Donate
To our
Hay
Fund
and
Fill
Before
Winter!

This summer has certainly been that! We’ve been using all available manpower to prevent Vesicular Stomatitis (more on page 4), from entering FCER. We’ve taken in 10 Critical Care rescues this year (page 2), three of which had to be euthanized at Intake. Hay is
plentiful so far, and at much lower prices than last year. And a trend is developing
across the rescue community on a national level that we believe does not serve the
horses well.
Buying hay while it is at the lowest price is one of our primary goals this time of year.
The 3rd and last cutting of hay will be coming off the fields in the next 3 to 4 weeks.
Prices start rising shortly after that. We have 1 totally empty hay barn we would certainly love to fill before the prices go up. If you can, please donate to our Hay Fund so we
can stretch your dollar as far as possible.
There has been a shift in policy by some grantors to pressure rescues to raise adoption
rates by limiting intake to only those horses who have a good chance of becoming solid
riding horses in a short period of time. In this scenario continued funding is tied to increased adoption rates. Therefore, rescues take in only horses who match the
“program”. These “limited intake” rescues tout their adoption numbers as the only
measure of success, without even follow up to ensure the home is a good fit.
We are what is considered a “Traditional Rescue”, meaning we take in horses based on
their need. When rescues start limiting intake solely for increased adoption numbers
the horses who need us the most are also the least likely to get help. This practice also
forces rescues like FCER to take on horses who need more rehabilitation as we struggle to fill the void. Critical care horses require more money, more time, and more space.
And there are unfortunately, more severe cases where horses must be euthanized. We
all - staff, volunteers, supporters, veterinarians and vet staff - do this work because we
care. Having to put down horses is no easy decision, nor should it be. But sometimes it
must be the last act of kindness for the horse. While Traditional Rescues are aware of
our finances, we consider our finances to be there to fulfill our mission. We don’t consider our mission to be there to fulfill our finances.
You, as a donor, decide who you support. We hope you will stand with us in honoring our
Mission Statement (viewed on page 6) and helping the horses who are in peril and need
us the most.

Sincerely,
Debbie Coburn
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FCER Represented at Plan 4 Progress Riding Clinic by Ran Nez
In August Dave Keese, a volunteer and Ran Nez, our Trainer, attended a 3 day
Advanced Riding Clinic in Clovis, NM. The clinic was hosted and instructed by
Trevor and Tara Carter, who are the training team of Plan 4 Progress. This 9
month long program, funded in part by HSUS and Fund for Animals, is used by
rescues across the U.S. to train horses in preparation for adoption. The program
uses natural horsemanship techniques learned through online lessons, tasks to
complete with their horses, webinars, and video coaching. The topics covered
expand every year, providing a Plan 4 Progress to advance the knowledge and
Ran works with Rambler
skills of dedicated organizations. This is FCER’s 5th year participating. FCER’s
P4P group (Ran, Dave, Kelsey, Bill, Adriana, Cindy, Carleen and Debbie)
earned enough points to send Dave and Ran to the clinic on scholarships. Both
Dave and Ran successfully completed the 60 Day Challenges in Ground Training
and Advanced Riding, a prerequisite for eligibility.
We are proud to have two of our own attend the advanced riding clinic this year.
"It was very beneficial to have the opportunity to work hands on with a nationally recognized trainer, not only for my horsemanship as a trainer but for all the Kelsey works with Bambi
horses with whom I come into contact. The tools I acquired at the clinic will
open more opportunities to help our more challenging horses at FCER. I brought back new riding exercises to add to our horse's foundation. I am eager to use my newly found skill set to help move our horses
forward in their journey," says Ran. Dave added "Really glad to have a better range of skills to give our
rescue horses a solid foundation." KUDOS to ALL!
NOTE - Due to the outbreak of Vesicular Stomatitis we were unable to take 3 horses
to the clinic as planned. The Carters supplied horses for Ran and Dave and have graciously invited them to come again after the VS subsides for a private clinic at no charge.

Dave works with Rambler’s
accepting the halter.

Carleen works with Rambler

Please charge $_______ to my (circle one)

MasterCard

Visa

Amex

Discover

_________________________________________________
Name on Card
______________________________________________________

Credit Card Number
_______________ ___________
Expiration Date
CV V

___________________
Zip Code

_________________________________________________
Cardholders Signature

Make it Monthly Until I Cancel

Bill challenges Rambler with the rototiller

Help the Horses!
Enclosed is my check for: $______________
Protection against Vesicular Stomatitis
Buy Hay while the price is low

Thank
You!

Prepare the new land for horses
Where it’s Needed! $_______________

Please Remit to:

Four Corners Equine Rescue (FCER)
22 Road 3334

Aztec, NM 87410
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Critical Care Rescues Update
In our last issue we listed 5 Critical Care Rescues we’ve taken in this year. We’ve been hard at
work to get them on the road to good health. We’ve had some success, but some failures too.
Here’s where the horses are now in their rehabilitation process -

Serafina
Serafina is making remarkable progress!
She has gained over
200 lbs., is now free of
worms, had her teeth
floated and is well on
the path to a new life.
Serafina has some osteo-arthritis in her
neck that we’re trying
to find a way to relieve
so she can resume her
life as a riding horse.

Dreamer
Dreamer is our most
challenging rescue.
Working through all
the layers of emotional
scaring has proven to
be a slow process. He is
also facing physical issues due to his extended life of inactivity. We
are doing our best to
help him progress
without pushing too
hard, which could destroy his fragile confidence.

Angela

Dulce
Dulce continues to
shine as bright as her
almost iridescent black
coat. She is still learning to socialize, but
has come leaps and
pounds from where
she was - totally shut
down. She remains
willing and gentle
through out all her
many procedures as
we work to get her feet
back to normal.

Tio
Tio is a new arrival, coming
into FCER in May. He was in
extremely emaciated condition, with a BCS of 1.5 and
weighing a puny 700 lbs. about 300 lbs. underweight.
With proper vetting and a high caloric diet, Tio has
gained about 150 lbs. At 27 years old, Tio served his
owner well as a ranch horse. The loyalty apparently
was not reciprocated. FCER took in 3 horses from this
owner. Sadly, 2 of them had to be euthanized at intake.
They had both suffered a broken leg at some point,
probably on a cattle guard, and the breaks were allowed to heal poorly. Both horses were young. CJ was
4 years old and Sugar Plum only 2.

Sadly, neither Angela nor Keeper were able to recover from their
neglect. Angela’s years of improper hoof care just couldn’t
be repaired. The judge dismissed the cruelty charges against
her owner, a final injustice to this courageous mare.
Keeper seemed to rebounding, but we fought the sand in his
colon for months. One day he appeared to be choking, so he
went to the vet. But he also colicked and a necropsy revealed
sand was still in his system. RIP

Keeper
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Battling Vesicular Stomatitis
Vesicular Stomatitis (VS) is a nasty virus spread by flies that causes blistering of horses’
tongues, mouths and genital areas. It is very painful and very contagious. It is a
“Reportable Disease”, meaning if a horse shows symptoms the owner is required to
call a veterinarian, who in turn is required to send in a sample for testing and alert the
State Veterinarian’s Office. The entire premises is immediately quarantined and remains quarantined until 2 weeks after the last affected horse stops showing symp- Horse with blisters on tongue
toms. To date over 800 premises in 5 states (Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado, Utah and
New Mexico) have been quarantined. For FCER this could make us unable to take in or adopt out any horses
until after the fly season, which typically ends mid October. It would effectively
take us out of business.
In response to this threat, FCER has initiated measures to minimize the culprit flies.
We’re redoubling our efforts in manure removal, fly spraying the individual horses
who are most vulnerable (elderly, or in rehab), putting on fly masks, spraying the
premises and using fly traps. This protocol is both labor intensive and expensive.
But, so far it’s working, as we remain VS free. You can help our efforts by donating
Horse with blisters on lips to help reduce the fly population.

New Arrivals

Tio

Vista

Legacy

Diego

Ted

Athena and colt Gambol
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Thanks to our Sponsors

Homeward Bound

Bud to Longhopes Donkey Shelter

Joker to Vicki & Family

4 locations to serve you!
In Farmington
4200 E Main
101 Gooding Lane
6330 E 20th St

Emerald to Erica

Dude to Summer

Aztec
1523 W Aztec Blvd

Thanks!
Porter’s Restaurant & Big R
for displaying our donation jars!

Upcoming Events

August
24 Barn Tours/ Vol. Orientation

September
7

Project Day - Wash Feeders

Queenie to Franklin & Jerry Lee

Paddy to Joost

21 Barn Tours/ Vol. Orientation

Help Wanted

October

Volunteers to help with our annual

Annual Christmas Wreath Sale
26 Pilares Arches Trail Ride
Tours are from 1 to 4
Orientations are from 2 to 3

Pilares Arches Trail Ride - October 26th
We need help with the Tack & Stuff Sale, the BBQ, and Trail Ride marking
If you can help call 505-334-7220 or email fcernm@gmail.com

Four Corners Equine Rescue
22 Road 3334
Aztec, NM 87410
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FCER Mission Statement
Four Corners Equine Rescue is a volunteer based non-profit organization dedicated to the rescue of horses from perilous situations, their rehabilitation, and their adoption into good, loving homes. We will assist wherever, whenever we
can to help a horse that needs rescuing. We believe that horses hold a special place in God’s world, and that helping
them is a noble effort. We further dedicate ourselves to educating people on the care, medical needs, and other aspects
of good horse ownership, thereby improving the lives of the horses and their owners.
FCER is a nonprofit 501(c)3 charitable organization and all donations are tax-deductible.

Call 505-334-7220

e-mail: fcernm@gmail.com

We’re also on the web at:

Hennecke Body Condition Score (BCS)
The body condition score (BCS) system offers an objective method of
estimating a horse's body fat levels.

A. Crest of neck
B. Withers
C. Behind the
shoulders
D. Over the ribs
E. Along the back
F. Tailhead region

It was developed by Don Henneke,
PhD, as part of his doctoral research.
The BCS scale ranges from 1 (poor)
to 9 (obese), with 5 being ideal.
Horses are scored based on visual
and hands-on appraisals of six body
areas where fat tends to accumulate
in a predictable pattern.

I’m
a
Perfect 5

